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Part One  
Wednesday 18th November 2020  

Artist Analysis and Skills Development  
Creative Practitioner Introductory Session via Zoom 

Preparation in the classroom prior to start  of Zoom Session: 

Resources required by each child set out on their desks for the Collage Task: Images on printed sheets should be cut out in 
preparation for the session – each child will need 4 or 5 images to choose from. A5 sugar paper (3 or four different ‘muted’ 
colours) – each child will need 3 different colours of A5 sugar paper, a hand full of thin strips of black paper,  a glue stick and 
pencil. Paint and equipment ready at side of classroom for the Printing task: Ready mixed paints on flat mixing pallets, paint 
brushes, a range of objects for printing with, e.g. sponges, small pots, spools, toy car, cotton tips, etc. – each child needs 
access to 3 or 4 different printmaking objects as well as access to 2-3 colours of ready mixed paint and a paintbrush. A3 
sheets of sugar paper – 3 or four different muted colours should be used – each child need 1 sheet of paper. Each child also 
needs 1 sheet of white A4 paper and a pencil. 

Planned Input and Activity Who? Timing Materials and Resources Required 

Zoom Starts @1.15pm 
Introduction of self by Creative Practitioner 
Overview of what is ahead for our time together 
Introduction to the Creative Star 

Creative 
Practitioner 

5mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint 
which will be shared via the share 
screen facility on Zoom 

Introduction to the work of Angie Lewin  
Who is Angie Lewin?  

Creative 
Practitioner 

5mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint  

Discussion Time:  
What can we notice about her work? What do we like? What 
questions do we have? 

Classroom 
Teacher 

5mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint 

Practical Task One: Composition Collage in the style of Angie 
Lewin – introduction to collage and technical demos 
Individual support with practical task 

Creative 
Practitioner 
Classroom 

Teacher 

10mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint  
 
All collage task materials and 
resources 

Stop and Think 
What are we aiming for? What creative habits are we using? 
Self-review and target set 

Creative 
Practitioner 

 

2mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint  
 

Completion of individual collage 
Individual support with practical task 

Classroom 
Teacher 

5mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint  

Tidying away and setting out equipment for next task Classroom 
Teacher 

5mins  

Show and Tell 
What do I think about my work? What do I like?  
What is similar to the work of Angie Lewin? 
What is different to the work of Angie Lewin? 

Creative 
Practitioner 
Classroom 

Teacher 

5mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint  

Angie Lewin is a Printmaker  
What is Printmaking? 

Creative 
Practitioner 

2mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint  

Practical Task Two:  
Exploration of basic printing techniques and technical demos 
a) Mark making test on white A4 paper 
b) Printing onto A3 coloured sugar paper sheet with the 

aim of creating the basis for a natural scene in the style 
of Angie Lewin 

Individual support with practical task 

Creative 
Practitioner 

 
Classroom 

Teacher 

10mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint  
 
All printing task materials and 
resources 

Stop and Think 
What are we aiming for? Self-review and target set 

Creative 
Practitioner 

5mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint  

Completion of printing work 
Individual support with practical task 

Classroom 
Teacher 

5mins  

Evaluation: 
What did we learn today about Angie Lewin? 
What art techniques did we use and which was out favourite 
and why? 
What creative habits have we used today? 

Creative 
Practitioner 
Classroom 

Teacher 
 

5mins Creative Practitioner’s PowerPoint 
 
 
Creative Start Evaluation Resource 
Sheet 

Tidying Away - Session ends for students @ 2.30pm Classroom 
Teacher 

6mins  

Classroom Teacher and Creative Practitioner evaluation and discussion of next steps via Zoom once children have been 
dismissed for the day. Please keep Zoom link active – creative practitioner will mute and switch off camera until the 

classroom teacher is ready. 
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Part Two: Skill Development and Completion of Outcomes 

Suggested Input and Activity Materials and 
Resources 

Review of Creative Star and creative habits Creative Practitioner’s 
PowerPoint  

Review of last creative session: 
What did we do in the last session and what were the most important things we learned about 
Angie Lewin? 

Creative Practitioner’s 
PowerPoint 

Highlight all the lines and different types of marks and patterns Angie Lewin uses in her 
work…then discuss: 
 
What is drawing?...it is simply making marks on a surface 
Practical Task: Exploring mark making with pencils, biros and with felt tipped pens…dashes, 
dots, hatching, spirals, fast and slow marks, heavy and light marks. 
 
Discuss: What are the similarities and differences in the types of drawing tool we use – is 
pencil better than pen, do you like the marks the biro or felt tip make/ which do you find 
easiest to use? Etc. 

Creative Practitioner’s 
PowerPoint 
 
Each child needs: 

• a pencil 

• a biro 

• a felt-tip pen 

• 3 pieces of white A5 
paper 

Highlighting the Natural Forms in Angie Lewin’s work and how carefully she has looked at 
the details in leaves, plants, etc. 
Let’s look at the natural forms we have in the classroom – students encouraged to lightly 
touch and look closely at the objects provided…then discuss: 
 
What is Observation Drawing? ...it is drawing WHAT YOU SEE! This can be really trick but we’ll 
give it a go! Let’s see what details we can pick out. We are only going to draw with lines and 
marks – NO SHADING or COLOURING needed. 
 
Practical Task: Draw leaves and twigs from observation, firstly in pencil and then in biro and 
felt tip – drawings can go next to each other on the same piece of paper, it doesn’t matter if 
they overlap! Get them to think about the overall shape first/outline and then work inside the 
outline on the details. Try and encourage students not to draw very tiny shapes as it will be 
difficult for them to add details, etc. 
 
Discuss at key points in the process: What are we aiming for? What makes a good observation 
drawing? Self-review, peer review as appropriate and target setting for a good outcome 

 
Discuss at end: which is my favourite drawing and why? What did drawing the object help me 
to notice about it? Etc. 

Creative Practitioner’s 
PowerPoint 
 
Natural forms to explore 
and draw, e.g. leaves, twigs, 
plants, flowers, pine cones, 
etc. 
 
Each child needs: 
 

• a pencil 

• a biro 

• a felt-tip pen 

• A piece of white A4 
paper 

Highlight how Angie Lewin’s images use large features like seed heads, flower heads, leaves, 
as well as lots of smaller details like stems, stalk and other natural elements…then discuss: 
 
How can we make our print work from last time more like Angie Lewin’s work?...by adding 
drawing, pattern and mark making onto our prints. Encourage students to use felt pens and 
biros to add details into their work. The printed colours are representing flowers or seed heads 
and the pen drawing should represent the stalks, stems, details etc. 
 
Discuss at key points in the process: What are we aiming for? Self-review, peer review as 
appropriate and target setting for a good outcome 
 
Discuss at end: What do we think about our finished work? How is our work connected to the 
work of Angie Lewin?  

Creative Practitioner’s 
PowerPoint 
 
Each child needs: 
 

• their A3 print work 
from the last session 

• a biro 

• a felt-tip pen 
 

Final Evaluation: 
What creative habits have we used in our project? 

Creative Practitioner’s 
PowerPoint 
Creative Start Evaluation 
Resource Sheet 

 

Please send your teacher feedback from your session on the evaluation form provided to the Creative 
Practitioner: sue.loughlin73@gmail.com  
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